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Our advisors from the Ministry of Education spent a few days with us in the middle of February and we 
want to thank all of you for the hard work you have done in preparing for licensing.  
The providers the Ministry advisors chose to visit did us proud. As always, there were a few things to 
adjust, but they were minor and taken care of quickly. Well done! 
The agency also has a few things to adjust in our forms and publications, but again, they are minor and 
will be quite quick to fix. Of course that means you can expect changes to a few forms or pages in your 
reference binder in the next few months, so thanks in advance for your cooperation. 
We also want to thank our Ministry advisors Monique and Lilly for their positive, respectful attitude and 
their supportive recommendations. This process will help make us an even better choice for parents and 
children. 

We have the best providers in the world. We feel very fortunate to work with you. 
 

Do you have Pets? 
The Ministry of Education advisors mentioned that one 
of their current focuses is on the safety of children 
around pets in a child care home. On the back of this 
newsletter you will find an article about dogs around 
children. 

In introductory meetings with parents, be sure to discuss 
your pets and come to some agreement about when and 
where children will have contact with them and whether 
the pet may be crated for some of the time when 
children are in care. 

The important thing to remember is that no matter how 
well you know your pet, no matter how well trained it is, 
you can never completely trust an animal around 
children, or children around a pet. 

Supervision is obviously the priority in keeping children 
safe, but it is just as important to teach children that pets 
deserve respect just as people do. Be gentle in your 
touch. Leave the pet alone when it eats or is resting. If 
the pet walks away, let it go. If the pet does not 
want to play, leave it alone.  

Underpayment 
A few providers will notice they have been paid an 
unusually large amount for the Provincial Home 
Child Care Enhancement Grant. It is because those 
providers were underpaid in January. Sorry for the 
confusion, and thanks for your patience. 

Spring Means Science! 
You are never too young or old to learn through play 

It’s a wonderful time of the year, with rain, puddles to 
splash in, sunshine, leaves sprouting on the trees, birds 
singing and insects beginning to fly about. Take a walk and 
have a science lesson with even the youngest children in 
your group. 

Children who are properly dressed and have a change of 
clothes at their provider’s home can play – with 
supervision, of course, in the shallow puddles on the drive 
way or the side of the road. Let them jump! If it is not 
slippery, let them run! 

See how high they can make the water splash or how far 
out from the puddle it can go. Does it make a difference 
where in the puddle they jump? Or if they run through? 
Does a bigger child make a bigger splash? Its a science 
experiment in measurement and physics! You don’t have 
to be able to read to know whether one splash went farther 
than another, but if you have school-age children in the 
group, they could record the results – and be doing 
statistics. 

Did you hear the birds scolding while you played? Those 
bright red ones are cardinals. Their voices are so clear! The 
big black ones with the loud raspy voices are crows. That’s 
another science lesson, this time in animal studies. 

At our office there is a selection of science books for 
children that providers are welcome to borrow, or 

explore what is available at the local library. If you have read this newsletter call or e-mail to have 
your name entered in a draw for a small prize. 

Next Coffee 
Connections will be 
early in April, likely on 
a Tuesday evening. We 
have asked some 
providers to come and 
share their licensing 
visit experience. 




